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The Gulf of Mexico oil spill on April 20, 2010 is a striking example of the conflict
between two sciences, economy and ecology—both rooted in the Greek word oikos,
meaning home or household. Economy is the management of the household, ecology the
study of the household. The two ideas were presciently connected by German biologist
Ernst Haeckel in 1866 when he noted that biologists had neglected “the relations of the
organism to the environment, the place each organism takes in the household of nature, in
the economy of all nature. . . .”1
BP’s deep-well technology is an experiment with Nature gone deadly. It exemplifies the
contained, controlled experiment—developed during the Scientific Revolution of the
seventeenth century—that depends on isolating the factors under investigation from any
environmental conditions that might interfere with the results, or in this case the profits.
Mechanistic science as the ideology of capitalism allows for the maximization of profits
at the expense of nature. As Karl Marx put it in the 1860s, “natural elements entering into
production” are the “free gift of Nature to capital.”2 BP took this free gift, confined it in
well-casings, capped it with a “fail-safe” blow-out preventor, and sucked up the profits
created by fossilized nature. Francis Bacon in the 1620s saw it as Nature in bonds. “She
is put in constraint, moulded, and made as it were new by art and the hand of man,” he
wrote. The goal was “the enlarging of the bounds of human empire. to the effecting of all
things possible.”3 In the effort to fulfill Bacon’s vision, BP blew it.
With the blow-out, Nature is in revolt; economy at odds with ecology.4 The earth’s
household has been mismanaged; its study incomplete. The problem as BP has tragically
and belatedly discovered is that Nature as an active force cannot be so confined. The
pressures created by deep sea oil cannot be contained in mechanized, engineered systems
isolated from the environment. The closed mechanical system, according to chaos
theorists, is the unusual; unpredictable, chaotic events the usual.5 Ecological systems are
open systems in which matter and energy flow across boundaries. Oil moved by ocean
currents and winds flows across the boundaries, booms, and berms placed by BP in its
vain effort to contain its spread. Plankton, corals, and fish are deprived of life-sustaining
oxygen; fishers, oil workers, and chefs of life-sustaining work. Everywhere life and death
are in a struggle to maintain the oikos.
In response to the 1969 Union Oil spill in Santa Barbara, California, thousands of
demonstrators protested the unchecked power of “big oil.” Environmental activists and
the New Left came together to articulate a critique of Capital versus Nature, Economy
versus Ecology.6 Where is that critique today? Where is the Left? Where is the coalition

of students, environmental groups, and critics of global capitalism? The opportunity to
push hard against global warming and for alternative energy, alternative transportation,
and alternative economies is slipping away. The oikos, our planetary home, is at stake.
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